
THE NEXT INHERITANCE 
 
In December 2008, David Sanger published "The Inheritance", a slashing condemnation of President 
Bush and his administration's policies in the Middle East and particularly with respect to Iran. 
 
Now, nearly four years later, we are coming up to a new administration, either one re-elected or one 
just taking power for the first time, which will indeed inherit the current US-Iranian conundrum.  
 
What will that look like? In just the past two weeks, I have found seven "slogans" on US-Iran policy, old 
and new, that all dance around a common theme. I call these "Fortune Cookie Analyses". They are short, 
one-liners, that are meant to convey well thought-out analysis. But the thrust of these policy 
recommendations are all of the same cloth: "Don't worry, things are fine". Here they are, from Bill 
Keller, the managing editor of the New York Times, to Richard Cohen of the Washington Post, to the CBS 
evening television news, to USA Today, to Foreign Affairs.  
 
(1)Iran is building nukes only because of US threats; (2) Iran will really, really build nukes but only if the 
US or Israel attacks its current nuke sites; (3) Iran and Israel are really talking, so do not worry; (4) Iran is 
actually rational and beginning to make sense; (5) Those crazy folks in Israel are being reckless in their 
war mongering; (4) Iran will negotiate a deal after the elections so do not worry; (6) Military action 
against Iran won’t work because, well, it will only “delay” their nuke development; (7) Action by Israel 
against Saddam re: the Osirak reactor made him really, really mad and forced Saddam to accelerate his 
nuclear program; and (8) Just in case, we can deter a nuclear armed Iran just as we did the Soviets, 
because after all, Iran is rational, (see four (4) above). 
 
You will notice the self-contradictory nature of these strongly held beliefs. And their baffling 
incoherence.  
 
For example, Iran will only really, really pursue nuclear weapons if we attack their nuclear sites!  
 
And of course my favorite, Saddam really, really pursued nuclear weapons but only after the Israeli raid 
on Iraq's nuclear reactor in operation OPERA in June 1981.  
 
The real story? The Israeli raid did force Saddam's nuclear program further underground. But it slowed 
what otherwise would have been an unimpeded nuclear program. As for the supposed watchdogs under 
Hans Blix of the International Atomic Energy Administration? Mostly face down in their bowls of 
Viennese Alpo, sound asleep.  
 
It is true, the US and others discovered the extent of the Iraq nuclear program only after the liberation 
of Kuwait, a military action opposed by many of the same folks who denied Saddam had an active 
nuclear weapons program. Would Saddam have been closer to having nuclear weapons in the absence 
of an Israeli strike, in that the Iraqi dictator was bent upon securing such weapons one way or the other?  
 
At first glance, conventional wisdom apparently believes that Iran's nuclear program, whatever it may 
be, is not cause for worry.   
 
But what in fact might be the facts already "on the ground", so to speak that the next administration 
might inherit? Could we be missing some developments? Some of my colleagues suggest we might be 
surprised that:  



• Iran already has functioning, tested warheads; 
• It is amassing more enriched uranium for more bombs; 
• Much is being accomplished in underground, hardened, bunkers under mountains, and 

such which neither IAEA nor U.S. knows about;   
• Trigger/explosives work formerly done at Parchin has moved underground 
• Warheads might not yet be successfully married up to nosecones of nuclear-capable 

Shahab-3s but give them time; 
• IAEA reports from Nov 2011, Feb 2012, May 2012, and Aug 2012 are very revealing as 

to Iranian progress on nuclear weapons - all available online at IAEA website; 
• We may not have Until Spring 2013 before Iran enters "zone of immunity"; 
• Sanctions regime is precipitating implosion of Iranian economic system but to date we do 

not know whether such economic conditions can precipitate regime change... 
• Iranian leadership may not care how negative economic conditions become. They may 

indeed simply want the "bomb" to go after the little and big "Satan"... 
• Unless the regime is destroyed, and from within, the nuclear program may be set back, 

but the program cannot be destroyed completely, and regime not only is likely to 
retaliate, perhaps globally, certainly vs. Israel & US forces in the region, but also will 
double down to finish its program -- unless the regime also is removed from power....  

• That is the unfortunate inheritance for the next administration. 
• Too much of elite US opinion is under the sway of Iranian disinformation, as  

demonstrated by thousands of now-public documents/emails from the Hassan Daioleslam 
defamation case, brought and just lost by NIAC/Trita Parsi  

• Sleep well!  
• All the best, Peter Huessy Senior Defense Consultant, Air Force Association 

 


